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The Gilded Tarot Book And Tarot Deck Set
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Tarot is a simple, approachable guide to the
fascinating world of divination card reading, described by The Trends Journal as
America's most popular form of do-it-yourself therapy. [The Trends Journal, 8/00]
Mark McElroy, author and well-known Tarot expert and teacher, provides
beginners everything they need to read the cards with confidence whether from a
mystical or a practical approach. Its engaging text goes beyond cookbook-style
divinatory meanings for the cards and teaches readers how to achieve their own
insights. The book illuminates the truth about the origins of the cards, teaches
readers how to explore card meanings for themselves, and includes step-by-step
instructions for a broad range of Tarot applications including divination, fortunetelling, meditation, brainstorming, creative writing, and gaming.
You are meant to live with grace, style, wisdom, and boundless joy. With this
unique book, you can set free your inner diva and let your fabulousity shine
through every day! Putting a fun and fresh spin on the art of card reading,
professional tarot reader Sasha Graham unveils the magic and mystery of a tarot
deck. She shows that the tarot is much more than a deck of cards—it's a fantastic
tool for embracing your beauty, unleashing your power, and enriching your life.
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For beginners and seasoned professionals alike, Tarot Diva teaches tarot basics
and presents creative new ways to explore each card's particular energies:
meditations, exercises, recipes, spells, charms, and even fashion tips. You'll
weave enchantment through every aspect of your life...and discover the diva
within. Manifest your wishes by casting powerful tarot spells Re-create delicious
recipes that invoke tarot archetypes Peek into your future with divinatory spreads
Create cool charms to channel your inner power Praise: "What tarot needs—right
now—is Sasha Graham."—Rachel Pollack, award-winning author of 78 Degrees of
Wisdom "One of our star students, Sasha Graham, has filled us with pride and
admiration with this sparkling new approach to teaching tarot. Tarot Diva is
packed with solid tarot knowledge infused with modern magic, power, and
fun."—Ruth Ann and Wald Amberstone, directors of The Tarot School "A novel
and fun approach that results in a greater understanding and interaction with
tarot's rich imagery."—Ciro Marchetti, creator of The Gilded Tarot "Sasha Graham
is intuitive, inventive, and a gifted story teller. She not only tells you how to read
the tarot, but also what it feels like to read and why you would want to."—Robert
M. Place, author of The Tarot: History, Symbolism, and Divination
"A new method for reading the tarot. Using almost any tarot deck and a memory
from their past, readers can gain understanding of their present and insight into
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their future"--Provided by publisher.
Created especially for beginners, the Easy Tarot kit is the easiest way to learn to
read Tarot cards. In the Easy Tarot Handbook, author Josephine Ellershaw
shares tips, shortcuts, and time-saving techniques gained from more than thirty
years of experience reading Tarot cards. Using the beautiful Gilded Tarot deck,
you'll learn how the seventy-eight cards link to one another and provide insight as
their unique energies merge in the Cross of Truth, the Celtic Cross, and other
spreads. There is even a list of card combinations that commonly indicate
specific events-such as pregnancy, a wedding, a new job, and more. Also
included in the Easy Tarot Handbook: • A quick guide to card meanings •
Sample readings, safeguards, and ethical guidelines • Tips on keeping a Tarot
diary • Troubleshooting advice that addresses questions such as, "What if the
cards don't seem to connect?"
Reveals the intimate relationship of the tarot to the esoteric teachings of the
Torah and Kabbalah, and provides kabbalistic interpretations for all seventy-eight
tarot cards along with a detailed kabbalistic reading and interpretation of the Tree
of Life spread. Original.
Lo Scarabeo's popular Universal Tarot deck is now available with gold foil
highlights. Italian painter Roberto de Angelis lends a modern, more realistic
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approach to the classic Rider-Waite imagery. His dynamic interpretation is
perfect for beginning readers, who will recognize the familiar characters and
tableaus updated with sophisticated color and less cluttered compositions. Now
adorned with brilliant gold impressions designed to take on an antique, distressed
appearance over time, the Golden Universal Tarot Deck will attract collectors and
tarot enthusiasts of all levels. Boxed deck (2¾ x 4¾) includes 78 full-color cards
and instruction booklet
An all-new epic adventure teaming the classic Earth's Mightiest Heroes with
Marvel's premiere Non-Team! A strange and impossible lost memory from his
days in World War II draws Namor the Sub-Mariner to his onetime compatriot
Captain America - but the two heroes and their respective allies find themselves
pulled into a labyrinth of pain, destruction and madness courtesy of the Infernal
Ichor of Ish'lzog! It's Avenger vs. Defender as the alchemist Diablo casts another
card from the deck of fate, pitting hero against hero for his own nefarious
purposes! COLLECTING: TAROT 1-4
Simple guide for tarot beginner who loves Gilded Tarot and the artist Ciro
Marchetti. This book is based on the symbol in Gilded Tarot. Highly Recommend:
buy also the Gilded Tarot deck and the companion book of Ciro Marchetti.
ATTENTION: This book is NOT the companion book of Gilded Tarot and NOT in
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English.
Deeply entwined for six centuries, the art of tarot and the science of astrology have an
undeniably powerful link. With this unique and user-friendly guidebook, you can easily
learn to combine tarot and astrology for yourself—and expand your tarot practice while
enriching your life. Well-known tarot reader Corrine Kenner expertly teaches you
everything you need to know, starting with tarot and astrology basics, the cards'
archetypal symbols and imagery, the twelve signs of the zodiac, and the planets. You'll
discover how every card in the tarot deck relates to astrology, and learn to: Read tarot
cards and interpret an astrological chart Recognize the twelve houses' ruling signs and
planets Pair the planets, signs, and houses with their corresponding tarot cards
Understand the astrological associations of the Minor Arcana Make connections among
the Court Cards, tarot suits, and the four elements Identify each card's qabalistic
associations Give insightful readings for yourself and others You'll also find practical
astrological spreads, interpretive techniques, real-life examples, and sample readings
for everyday people and famous figures, including Salvador Dali, Marilyn Monroe, and
Prince William.
Imagine strolling through a dark wood, the silver moonlight bathing your path in an
ethereal glow. Now is the time to call upon your intuition and explore hidden realms of
imagination and creativity. What secret messages do your dreams hold? Acclaimed
tarot author Barbara Moore presents an essential introduction to card-reading, insightful
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interpretations of each card's significance, and introspective questions to guide your
journey. Perfect for both traditional and intuitive readings, the Mystic Dreamer Tarot
invites you to enter a mystical world of personal exploration.
Created by illustrator Kevin Jay Stanton, Botanica is a 78-card tarot deck featuring
vibrant traditional paintings that delve into the lore and symbolism of the plant kingdom.
Sprouting from years of research into botany, mythology, and history, Botanica marries
the tradition of Tarot to a lexicon far more ancient: the natural vocabulary of life on
Earth. The deck features the complete set of major and minor arcana as plants, all
painted in luscious and colorful acrylics and paired with the objects from their suit. This
box set includes the full deck in a gilded drawer box, a 96-page hardcover explaining
the symbolism, research, and process behind Botanica, a golden dandelion charm, an
embroidered patch, four terrarium stickers, and six tarot-sized postcards.
We are spiritual beings living in a human experience. Our souls are energy, but each
time we incarnate we take on a human body. We have relationships with other
embodied beings; we must concern ourselves with the issues, situations, and
circumstances of life here on Earth. Spiritual Concepts for a New Age is an easy-toread, comprehensive guide to living a spiritually significant life. With the assistance of
our spiritual guardians, we can learn to live lives that are in balance with our souls
desire for harmony and peace. We can unlock our personal truths and begin to
experience psychic serenity. How do the laws of abundance and attraction interact with
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the laws of reincarnation and karma? What role do spiritual guardians play? Learn how
universal l aw operates in our daily lives and in our relationships with others. Explore
soul ages and stages. Discover the Akashic Record and learn how our past lives
influence our current existence. Learn the difference between meditation and
channeling. Determine how messages, signs, and information can be obtained. Use the
easy reference guides for sign interpretation. Determine your own metaphysical
blueprint and those of friends and family. Connie Johnson has had a lifetime career as
a social worker. She earned her social welfare degree at the University of Minnesota
during a time when community activism and personal empowerment were emphasized.
She has had extensive experience working with those who are mentally, emotionally,
and behaviorally challenged. Connie has a co-history in metaphysics. When she was in
Washington DC to attend a gender equality conference, she was introduced to spiritual
concepts that embraced philosophies outside of the conventional Judeo-Christian
expressions. Within the Judeo-Christian tradition, less customary or accepted
perceptions of God and the Universe were examined, as well. Connie has had a lifetime
interest in human behavior, in the metaphysical world, and in the interaction between
spirituality, and feelings, thoughts, and actions. She has a special interest in
reincarnation, soul ages, karma, and past life issues. She is a numerologist, a reader of
the tarot, and a practicing psychic. Connie lives in St Paul, Minnesota, where she is
happily surrounded by family and friends.
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Master the tarot cards with essential skills and methods for insightful readings in
everyday situations! Are you ready to come face to face with the tarot deck and develop
your unique reading style? This comprehensive guidebook is a fun, practical, and easyto-follow tool with everything you need to become a confident and accurate reader.
Based on over thirty years of tarot reading experience and an extensive survey of
readers, Tarot Face to Face is your key to un-locking the essential skills and methods
of tarot. Inside you'll discover numerous spreads, exercises, and interpretation
strategies specially developed for using tarot in many ways, from party games to
magical applications. Whether you're an aspiring learner or a master of the craft, this
amazing guide provides tarot-reading techniques for any occasion with friends, family,
or professional clients.
The Key to Tarot provides an overview of Tarot and includes interactive lessons and
exercises that will teach enthusiasts to use the cards for readings.
Where the past and future converge . . . With a turn of the wheel and a spin of the cog,
the oracular machinery lumbers into action. The curtains slowly draw back; the time has
come to reveal your destiny. Created by award-winning tarot expert Barbara Moore and
brilliantly brought to life by artist Aly Fell, The Steampunk Tarot deck offers a glimpse of
the future through a lens to the past. Retooling the gears of the Rider-Waite tradition,
each card's intricate artwork depicts a scintillating fusion of man and machine, nature
and technology, science and alchemy, romance and fashion. The included manual
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offers tips, original spreads, and guidance in card interpretation. Praise: "An electric
marriage of favorite geeky things, this deck is the perfect formula." —Geek Mom Blog on
Wired.com
Gilded Reverie Lenormand showcases the digital talents of Ciro Marchetti with
captivating imagery on 47 gilt-edge cards.This Expanded Edition deck features eight
special supplemental cards, including four that have not been previously published.The
extra cards are: Time, Bridges, Dice, Mask, Well, Compass, Labyrinth, and Magnifying
Glass. For this deck Ciro also provides an extra Man, Lady, and Owl card to enhance
Lenormand readings.The 80-page guidebook provides expert instruction by Lee
Bursten, Donnaleigh de LaRose and others for reading with this 47-card deck.

Emphasizes the practical, not the mystical, to show that anyone can use the
Tarot to improve their love life and includes an overview of the Tarot, basic card
meanings, and exercises and sample spreads that effectively demonstrate how
to use the techniques. Original.
This lovely, full-color guide to tarot provides everything you need to know to read
tarot—whether it’s a traditional reading, or a reading for self-reflection or selfdiscovery. Not long ago, getting your cards read would have conjured images of
a mystic shrouded in scarves with a crystal ball, waving her hands over a spread
of cards. Today, a tarot reading is as common as going to yoga or texting a
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friend. It’s the new way to seek guidance—whether that’s relationship advice or
what outfit to wear today. With the help of this beautifully illustrated guide, you’ll
be able to harness this skill to read your own future in tarot cards. Filled with
custom card images and easy-to-understand descriptions of each card and many
different reading layouts, The Only Tarot Book You’ll Ever Need will help you to
master the tarot, whether your aim is to perform traditional readings, consult the
cards as part of a daily self-care ritual, use them for interactive self-reflection, or
rely on them as a tool for thinking through particular challenges or questions.
Bring power, precision, and depth to your tarot readings with this helpful and
easy-to-use tarot book. It presents techniques usually found only in workshops,
plus nearly seventy different themed spreads so you can choose or create the
perfect spread for any question or purpose. Tarot expert Barbara Moore explains
what makes a great tarot spread and why, including how the principles of design
and psychological response play a part. In addition to simple techniques that will
make your readings more fun and more accurate, you will discover new ways to
help you create a reading style that is all your own. Select a spread and use it
effectively for guidance in important areas: love and relationships, achieving
goals, spiritual journeys, financial abundance, health, and situation-specific
advice Create your own spreads and modify a classic spread Perform a 78-card
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reading to deepen your understanding of tarot
How can we possibly embrace our truest self if we never step into the dark?
Author and occultist Travis McHenry reveals the secret daemons of the 17thcentury and conjures their powers into this unique set of 78-divination cards.
Drawing on daemons, symbols, and sigils from ancient magickal grimoires
including Archidoxis Magica and the Key of Solomon, Occult Tarot presents a
fully realized divination tool to finally embrace and behold the mysteries of the
night. The first tarot deck to faithfully adhere to the Solomonic principles of
demon conjuration, Occult Tarot allows practitioners to discover the power of
ancient demons and learn to tame the beasts that wander between the physical
and spiritual worlds.
Featuring a foreword by award-winning Tarot author Barbara Moore After
learning Tarot card meanings and basic spreads, the next step for beginners is
fitting all these pieces into a cohesive, insightful reading. Josephine Ellershaw,
the author of the international bestseller Easy Tarot, presents an easy, effective,
and enjoyable way for anyone to learn to do amazingly accurate, helpful Tarot
readings. Ellershaw illuminates the Tarot reading process by inviting you to
virtually sit in on her readings with ten individuals. Card by card, spread by
spread, she reveals her thought process behind each interpretation and decision,
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and tells how to make the connections that add clarity and depth to a reading.
These compelling and memorable accounts of ten very different readings, along
with follow-up documentation of how relevant each reading proved to be, result in
a powerful and completely unique approach to learning to do Tarot readings.
Easy Tarot Reading also includes tips on the following topics: —Ethical guidelines
and responsibility —Conducting email and telephone readings —Delivering bad
news —Seeker involvement and icebreakers —Frequency of consultations
—Indicators of success, secrets, and skullduggery Praise: "A truly unique book . . .
This engaging and honest behind-the-scenes glimpse into the world of Tarot will
delight and inspire both Tarot enthusiasts and curious newcomers alike."—Lisa
Finander, author of Disneystrology "I absolutely adore this book . . . Ellershaw
presents the 'story' that a reading really is in fine fashion!"—Bonnie Cehovet,
Aeclectic Tarot "If you've never read cards before, this is the book to start with. If
you're already reading cards, this is the book that will help you fine tune your
skills."—Anna Jedrziewski, TarotWise.com
A renowned artist captures the vibrancy and grace of faeries, elves, sprites, and
nymphs in their lush gardens, offering beginners an introduction to the tarot and
the major and minor arcana, with sample readings and a quick reference guide to
the cards.
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Teaches how to create Tarot spreads and how to customize new spreads for
specific concerns by discussing positional meanings and dynamics between the
cards, and incorporates sample readings for historical and literary figures such as
Marie Antoinette, Wendy Darling from Peter Pan, Ebenezer Scrooge, and Judas
Iscariot. Original.
Love is the highest point of wisdom. The Space Age Tarot, Two of Cups Card!
After casting the great oracle, the consultee should meditate on the two great
pyramids in front of him and let visions and intuitions rise from within his
unconscious. He should then immerse himself into the innermost depths of the
great ocean of the unconscious. From the Great Pyramid Reading, “The pyramid
features an oracle covering the human life in its entirety from the moment of birth
to the moment of death.
Surrender to the fantastical world of your deepest dreams . . . where butterflies float
upon shifting mists set aglow by the rising sun. A place where twisting branches arc
across shimmering skies, willowy fairies dance on air, and tree spirits sing from a
hallowed oak. Delve into the shadows of your dreams--and awaken to truth. Weaving
together Asian, Celtic, and fantasy styles of artwork, this breathtaking new Rider-WaiteSmith-based tarot deck by renowned artist Stephanie Pui-Mun Law is infused with
universal symbols found in fairy tales, myths, and folklore from cultures around the
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world. A companion guidebook presents the artist's evocative interpretations of each
card's significance. It also features an introduction by award-winning tarot expert
Barbara Moore that includes tarot basics, instructions for giving insightful readings, and
practical spreads.
Reading Tarot with the right side of the brain Teresa Michelsens one-of-a-kind selfstudy program helps students develop a long-lasting, intuitive approach to Tarot
readingthat works with any Tarot deck! Instead of memorizing standard card meanings
and spreads, readers are encouraged to use their own life experiences and knowledge
to craft a personal understanding of the cards. Organized like a study guide, this book
includes study goals, progress activities, and easy exercises for exploring the suits,
court cards, major arcana, and a variety of reading techniques (reversals, dignities,
timed readings, large spreads). Michelson also discusses the underlying structures and
patterns in the Tarot and how various cards are related to astrology, numerology,
psychology, and myth. Practical aspects of Tarot readingdifficult clients, readers block,
good questions, and ethical issuesare also covered.
Bring more depth to your tarot readings and unleash your psychic sense—it's easy once
you understand the three dimensions of the tarot. Internationally respected tarot expert
and author Susyn Blair-Hunt presents an original, step-by-step approach, using the
tarot's visual cues as a means to awaken your psychic abilities and help you discover
the predictive, therapeutic, and spiritual messages hidden within the cards. If you're just
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setting out on your journey into tarot, you'll find everything you need to get started
immediately. Have a little more experience under your belt? You can use this guide to
expand your abilities, refresh your perspective, and take your interpretive skills to the
next level. Compatible with any deck of your choice, this unique system offers new
techniques that will give more versatility to your tarot interpretations. With fifteen
original layouts, forty-five sample readings, and a series of informative correspondence
charts, this book will help you perform the most effective and profound readings
possible. Expand your interpretations through tarot imagery Choose the ideal
Significator Identify topic-specific card combinations Explore special sections on love,
career, health, timing, and more Learn readings for dreams, past lives, channeling and
the chakras
Step into a lost world from long ago . . . A world veiled in darkness after a cataclysmic
collision that stilled the earth. Millennia have passed and only humankind has
survived—through the divine gift of dreams. Exquisitely rich and magical, this new RiderWaite-Smith-based tarot deck by digital artist Ciro Marchetti takes you into the heart of
fantasy. You can use this legacy from ages past to discover what you need for your
own life as it guides you toward hope, wisdom, and inspiration. The companion
guidebook, Gateway to the Divine Tarot, presents the author's interpretation of each
card's significance, along with additional perspectives from experts in the tarot
community, including Ruth Ann and Wald Amberstone, James Ricklef, and Leisa
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ReFalo. Includes a 78-card deck and a 312-page book. Legacy of the Divine Tarot for
iPhone Legacy of the Divine Tarot for iPad Larger signed prints of the individual cards
and themed montages from the Legacy of the Divine deck are available from the artists
web site. www.ciromarchetti.com Get the entire interactive experience: Watch the
trailers below and visit the companion site at www.legacyofthedivinetarot.com. The
Tower Card: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSBAe2u87Xc Empress Card:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoSTPd--Nik Wands IV:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FX-cFCxPu2U Swords III:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jok8LWU968o Swords IV:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgCBIljCbOk
Iconic Tarot Decks reveals the secrets, scandals, truths and mysteries behind over 50
of the most beautiful tarot decks ever created.
Exquisite and powerful, if there is a theme in The Mary-el Tarot, it is one of the alchemy
of the soul; of finding balance, symmetry, mastery of the self, and becoming your own
genius. This long-awaited 78-card deck is stunningly illustrated with traditional oil paints
and a depth of symbolism found in the old classics. The accompanying guide,
Landscapes of the Abyss, takes the reader through the meanings of each card via the
landscape of the Moon and the High Priestess, through the geometry of the temple and
the Tree of Life, the Merkabah, and the caduceus! Enter a doorway between heaven
and earth, between microcosm and macrocosm, between the world of eternity and
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infinity. A rare gem suitable for all levels of tarot experience.
Find your inspiration as you leap into a fantastical world of floating mermaids and
dancing fairies with this mystical deck based on the Rider-Waite system. Stephanie PuiMun Law's exquisite watercolor artwork blends Asian, Celtic, and fantasy themes
inspired by fairy tales, myths, and folklore from cultures worldwide. Also included with
this enchanting tarot deck is a pocket-sized booklet with snapshot interpretations of the
cards' symbolic meanings by the artist and unique spreads by award-winning tarot
expert Barbara Moore.
What we all have in common is that we're all different. Finally, here is an exquisite tarot
deck that honors our rich human diversity. Tarot has always been a vehicle for
storytelling, a way to see and understand human experience. The creative potential of
tarot is as varied as the people who work with it. The Uncommon Tarot is a
contemporary reimagining of the rich symbolism of the Rider Waite Smith tarot.
Shaheen Miro's artwork breathes fresh life into the traditional tarot imagery, weaving
together a mélange of people, places, and settings where everyone is invited to be part
of the story regardless of gender, sexual orientation, or race. The Uncommon Tarot
honors and empowers the wisdom of the tarot, the ancestors of our past, the avatars of
the future. This is a global tarot deck, one that serves as a path for all people who have
a hard time relating to the traditional symbolism of tarot. The Uncommon Tarot is for
everyone, but mostly for seekers who wish to live an authentic life. Theresa Reed
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provides commentary on the symbolism of the cards, beginning each with a question:
What does this card ask of you? Where does this card lead you? Who are you in this
card?

Learn how tarot cards can unlock the secrets of the past, present, and future in
the latest book of the Modern Witchcraft series. For centuries, witches have used
the tarot to seek insights into the past, present, and future. Today, a new
generation is discovering the wonder of divining through the cards. Expert tarot
reader Skye Alexander shares the many meanings of the cards within the Major
and Minor Arcana. Featuring twelve of the most popular spreads and easy-tofollow explanations of how tarot readings can be interpreted, The Modern
Witchcraft Book of Tarot is the essential guide for successful, insightful tarot
readings.
Companion guidebook for the This Might Hurt Tarot deck, containing card
descriptions and an introduction to the language of tarot. Drawn, written and
published by Isabella Rotman in 2019, funded by the generosity of 743
Kickstarter backers.
Provides lists of selling prices of items found on eBay in such categories as
antiques, boats, books, cameras, coins, collectibles, dolls, DVDs, real estate,
stamps, tickets, and video games.
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The Fountain Tarot: Illustrated Deck and Guidebook includes: - 79 silver-gilded
cards with original oil paintings and die-cut rounded corners - 112-page
guidebook - Holographic shimmer box with magnetic-closure and lifting ribbon
The Fountain Tarot is a bold re-envisioning of the classic tarot deck, bringing the
traditional archetypes and symbology of tarot into a contemporary context. This
boxed set features lush, ethereal paintings by artist Jonathan Saiz, rainbow
holographic packaging by designer Andi Todaro, and an intimate guidebook by
writer Jason Gruhl that teaches you how to read the cards and how to use them
as a tool for introspection, empowerment, and connection. The Fountain is the
unchanging, unnamable force of which everything and nothing are a part.
Whether you're selecting a card to set the tone for your day, invigorate creative
energy, or navigate a specific question, The Fountain Tarot helps you to unlock
your deepest longings and greatest potential.
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